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Spoken Language
Translation

Enabl ing cross-lingual human-human

commun ication

uring the past 15 years, speech translation ha.s grown from an oddity at the
fringe of speech and language processing conferences to one of the main pil-
lars of current research activity. The expandins interest and excitement can

be explained by a convergence of emerging and powerful new technical
capabilities and a growing appreciation of the needs for better crossJingual

communication in a globalizing world [31].
Governments, commercial enterprises, and academic and humaaitarian orsani-

zations all face internationalization and globalization at an unprecedented scale.
Security, effectiveness in trade and commerce, market size, and competitive reach
all depend on global information awareress and the ability to interact and commu-
nicate globally. lncreased irtegration (e.9., witness the integration efforts in nurope
and r\sia) requires naturai, yet effective, inter:rational cross-lingual communication.
It is true that there are commot languages to communicate (English, Spanish,
Mandarin) among certain language groups, but lansuase abilities vary and often
prevent true integration and equal opportunities for all. Effective solutions address-
ing the linguistic divide (not just the "digital divide") could therefore offer consider-
able practical and economic benefits.

For the research community, speech translation also presents lascinatins new prob-
lems that appear solvable by the introduction of considerable computing resources, seem-
ingly unlimited Web data, ard promising new machine learning techniques. Despite the
promise and potential, considerable improverrents are still needed in the component
technologies: speech recognition, machine translation (lvlT), aari speech synthesis.
Moreover, to achieve effective cross-lingual human-human communication in practice,
not only do recognition and translation error rates matter but also the user interface and
overall systen-r design in each communication settin§.

In the follor,ving, we present ar overvien, of the field of speech translation. We review
the history of the field, the main achievements, and remaining challenges. \,Ve discuss the
main approaches and the most promising applications. we also address the human factors
of delivering and deploying speech translation in different human communicative scenar-
ios and discuss issues regarding scaling the technolosy across domains, speaking styles,
and languages.
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TECHNOLOGY

Speech translation systems typicalll, consist of three components
(see Figure 1): automatic speech recognition (ASR), MT, and text-
to-speech synthesis (TTS). The underlying technologies for these
three components have been developed independently and many
0f their performance issues and

techniques are used to apply to
speech translation as rvell.
Clearly, better .,\SR, Ml or TTS
performance makes for better
speech translation performance.
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sequence), speed, memor-v usage, processor requirements, and
microphone positioning. For speech translation a teu: of the.se

challenges are particularll, noteworthy.
First o{ ASR error rates should senerally be lower for tr-ans-

lation to make sense (-10%) than fbr other ASR applicatior.:s

that can tolerate higher error
rates (e.9., retrieval). Since many
speech translation applications
involve free spontaneous human
dialog, however, such lolv error
rates are more diflicult to obtain:

l{owever, a speech translation system is not only t]-re cascade of
its parts. Since the goal is to produce output in a target language,
the correctness of tl-re components' output is of secondary con-
cern. Uncertainty at the component level can be addressed by
bein§ noncornmittal at their interface, linking componenis via
near-miss hypothesis lattices [1]. Such a view also offers the pos-

sibitity of jointll, optimizing components based on the overall
output rather than each component independently [2].

AUTO MATIC SPEECH RECOG NMA N
The ASR component of a speech translation system, of ct.rurse,
faces ail the challenges that are typically for ASR in gencral:
noise, disfluencies, voeabular), size, and language perplexity,
which complicate recosnition and increase recognition errors.
Recognition quality is generally measured in terms of worii
error rate (\A/ER) as compared lvith a reference transcription. In
addition to WDR, other factors must be included to .judge the
capabilities of a recognizer: the language model perplexity (a

measure of inlormation/surprise provided b1' the word

Spontaneous dialogs tenrl to be disfluent, containing false starts,
hesitations, repetitions, and spontaneous speech, which is less

articulated, leading to higher error rates. Speech translation
dialogs also often involve accents, as regional variations and
cross-language expressions enter into use. Furthermore, many
speech translation tasks are further affected by environmental
noise, r;r by issues deriving from microphr:ne positioning and
type. In a tllo-way system ior doctor-patient dialogs, for exam-
ple, it may' be feasible ibr the or,vner of a system to wear a ciose

speakins micropl.rone but not for the patient.
The ASR component must also provide a useiul indica-

tion of sentence boundaries so that a subsequent transla-
tion en§ine can translate a sentence or fra!ment into
another language. ln many tasks, a continuous stream of
voice (broadcast ne[rs, speeches, lectures, etc.) is presented
so that such sentence-1evel segmerts must be inferred auto-
matically. The resulting segmentation algorithrns use natu-
ral pauses, language model statistics, and prosodic cues to
infer such segments. Optimizing subsequent translation

+++ +++

+++ lnterchange
Language

Japanese

/

\

anslation

German
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[FlGl] Schematic overview of a speech-to-speech translation system and its models: (a) dire« approach using. e.g., statirtical ML and
(b) interlingua approach using an interchanged language.
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quality and minimizing Iatency

craIi0ns for an eifectiuc drsign.

quality and minimizing Iatency are both inrportant consid-
craIi0ns for an eifectiuc drsign.

To improve ASR modeling, more traininS andlor adaptation

data are required, but conversational dialog data are hard to col-
lect and "natural" dialogs
through a speech translation
device are diflcult tr.r simulate.

Similarly, text data for lan- '
fua{e muLicling and Jirtion- .

ärv conslruction may be

available lor certain speech

translation tasks (broatlcast

news, parliamentary speeches)

but not for others (dialogs,

ilil,';:,1 !f',i i 1i*':§1'§*§ ldÄ':' t'iI
(r,' ',) ':
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advantage that it can connect N languages in an1, combina-
tion throu§h its commoa semantic representation and

therefore does not require the development of O(tV 2) 1an-

gua§e translators. It also permits regeneration of a para-

phrase in a speaker's own
langua§e for verification. A

semantic representation also

strips the input surface real-

ization from al1 its disfluen-
cies and colloquialisms and

can lead to a clean and
ser*anticall-v equivalent
utterance in the target lan-
guage. The biggest drawback

Iectures). Construction of a suitable reco§nition "word" lexicorr

can also be a problem if a language provides for many inflections

o{ its root forn.rs (morphologl,). Dependins on lansuase, text
data for lan§uage model training and dictionarl constructions
ma5r in fact not even be available at all if the language is :r spo-

ken lan§uage or a dialect.

ASR has a number of added practical requirements that are

of special importance to speech translation. These include speed

requirements urhen dialoS completion is at stake or proper han-

dlin$ of named entities (city names, person names, food, med-

ication, sl,mptoms, etc.) as they var1, in the field antl application

and are essential for translation. Since effective end-to-end com-

munication is the Soal, ÄSR components frequently output
hl,potl-resis lattice structures (confusion networks) and confi-

dence measures to pass multiple near-miss alternatives to subse-

quent translation components. These allor,v for beiter
inte{ration and overall system optimization.

SPOKEN LANGUAGE TRANSLATßN
For MT of text, tle choice of technologl, and design remains a

topic of discussion. Three r-lifferent approaches have been pop-

ular in MT: the direct approach, the transfer approach, and

the interlin§ua approach. In the first, a direct mapping
betrveen source langua§e and tar§et Ianguage is atternpted,

while iransfer and interlinfua approaches attempt to extract

deeper Iinguistic structures first. Most- commonly, transf-er

approaches *..il1 perform a syntactic anall,sis and transfer the

derived structures from the source to the target language for
generation of the target language sentence. lnterlingua
approaches [3] attempt to derive a semantic representation of
an input sentence first and then §enerate a sentence in the

tar§et lan§ua§e from those semantic concepts. Direct
approaches bypass this analysis and map input sentences

directly onto a target language sentence. lVhile earty atlempts
at direct translation were rejected due to the high ambiguity
of langua§e, they have regained considerable following and
popularity r,r'ith the advent of statistical data-driven approach-

es, such as example based and statistical MT 14], t231.

All three MT approaches have been used for speech trans-
lation as well, each r'vith notable advantages and disadvan-

tages l5l, tgl-ll1l, [13]. The interlingua approach has tl.re

of the interlingua approacl'r is the manual development of
semantic parsers and the complications in designing zr

semantic representation common to all languages.
Statislical MT, by contrast, can handle the ambiguities of
lan§uage by a stochastic source channel moclel, much like
today's speech reco§nizers do. With it, tl-re most 1ikei1, target
language word string ä given a source language r,vord strin§
/ is estimated by r,vay of Bayes' rule as the product of a trans-
lation model p{,f le\ and a languase model pie):

a: argmax{p(elf ), : ar§maxlp(.e1p(f le1}.

Effectively, the model combines the probabilities of different
translations oi words in a sentence r,vith the monolingual
likelihood of each resulting \ilord sequence to determine the

most likely translation ol that sentence. Inslead of just nrod-

eling this as a noisy channel approach. currert SMT sy.stems

xse a log iinear combination of a number of Ieature iune-
tions that model important aspects including a language

mode1, a lvord reorderin§ model, word penalties, and various

otlrer translation models 124),1251, [27]. The Sl{T approach

has the advantage that it requires no manual development ol
grammars or representatiors but is trained on large
amounts r:f translated r.eference texts (para11el corpora). lt-s

drawback is its need for large parallel corpora, its lack oi a

common representation to connect multiple lan§ua§es, and

cl.rallenges in vierv of highly disfluent input.
For domain-limited translation systems (see discussion

belor,v) the design of an interlingua has beer sl.:olr,n to be possi-

ble and helptul, but for domain-unlimited appiications (due to

their unrestricted semantic correra€e) SMT methods have been

generally preferred. A number of hybrid techniques have been

proposed to retain some of the advanta§es ol both, including
statistically trained semantic anall,zers in an interlingua tiame-

n,ork [6], or using a natural language (e.9., English) as an inter-
mediate "pivot" lan§ua§e [7], 18] to connect multiple languages.

AUTPUT GENERATION ('PEECH, TEXT)

The output of a speech translation system most typicallf is syn-

thetic speech in the tar§et lan§ua§e. Alternative outputs, houL

ever, are possihle defrending on the purpose and ultimate use of
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Ithe speech translator (see discussion belo'"v). They include tarset lirnit the usefulness of a system in many real-world situations.
language text, or summaries from translations. In A domain-limited one_way sl,stem for tourists may be helpful
human-human cross-lingual speech dialogs a speech synthesis but is limiting, as it requires the user to nremorize the allow-
component generates audible able phrases and it cannot
output from a translated text translate back the response ofstring[30].Commonly,fullTTS :§l flti_* !lÄ§:.1{*eäriii:{} fa .},-,;. the oth.r party. tt is equally
is used for convenience ancl i:;i{}i\{ §i:§t:{ §§!l§ii-l]l,,; limiting if the user is not
modularitv, even though one *§l*l*§5f§;:.iii-:;ri §Yb1§::',{§ l* iüf r allowecl a hesitation (aeh, hum,
could arguably also synthesize -:;f,l ;_i....f.,i§**§ .fiiAssl;triiüi,l 

fri etc.) while speaking, or if
speech based on conceptual or sf*§ i&§!**.! Iff l{il s§r)§ i he/she must produce perfectl}r
syntactic structures if they are ;Jfjt;§,il Il) ?*f:r-§, f1jsslstj fl&ilK grammatical sentences tr.rprovidedbvtheMTcomponent. 

*,. e-1. X a::!: Ji jl llL:;;lf:fi.l§l obtain useful output. To err i.s

speech translators involve gen- }:.i{-{i5§'!f {'Y human' and useful systems

erarins appropriate emotion, :li*:ffi11i:;LHtil;:
style, ancl voices, so that the output speaking style corre.sponds tation may be acceptable in certain tasks and environments
to tl're input speech in the source Ianguage []0]. Voice conver- (tourism, medical assistance, etc.), but fr;r others it imposes
sion, in particular, attempt§ to generate speech in the output too great a restriction to be useful. Translation of broadcast
lan§uage with the voice of the speaker of the input language. nervs ancl speeches, for example, is only possible ii a system

pRocREss rN spEEcH rRANsLArroN :iH:äflT..1fi;:,*n:ä]#,;i::" or topics' an

Based on the advances in component technologies, research on Dimensions that increase uncertainty and ambiguity in
speech translation began in earnest during the late 1980s and speech and hence present challenses Ior speech translation sirs-
early 1990s' In the fcillowin§ trvo decades, impressive speech tems are signal tlegrarlation/noise, vocabu)ary .sizelperplexity,
translation systems have been developecl. The systems and their spontaneity/cl'isfluencieslspeak:ing st1,le. domain size, ancl speed
progression can be categorized by distinct nelv system-ierrel requirement.s. Consequentially, the fielcl has progressed to date
capabilities at each sta§e of development. These capabilities are from highly restrictive tlemonstration systems to free sirr.rulta-
summarized in Table neous translation ofspontaneous speech about unlimited topics,

overail' each advance distinguishes itself by the levels of pushingbackt.ineachof therestrictionssuccessivel,.
uncertainty that a siven s),stem can tolerate. Language is
ambiguous at all levels, from signal to phonetics to syntax to REiTRICTFD DoMAtN, REiTRI]TED spEAKtNG ST4LE
semantics' Earlier systems have imposed §reater constraints The first speech translation systerrs riate hack to the late 1g66s
to control such ambiguitt'. For example, restrjctions in speak- and early 1990s [5], Igl, I12l. They were demonstratirin sys-
ing style, vocabularl', domain, and the use and operation of a tems that showecl the concept ofspeech translation and provecl
system limit ambiguity and the search for translation that speech translation r,vas possible at all. They attracterj a
hypotheses. Such constraints are inherent in the task (prere- Sreat deal of attention, as they showed that briclging the lan-
corded announcements, lirnited domain, or phraseology) or suase divicle by spoken languase might inrteed be possible
recordin§ conriitions (e.$., broadcast news versus telephone [32j. These early systems c.licl not permit free tlialog ancl
conversations). Alternatively, it can be imposed as a require- requirecl speakers to act out prescribecl sentence patterns or
ment for system use. Restrictions on use,- hou:ever, severell,' allor,vable sentences in a correct speakins style accorcling to a

[TABLE 1] SUMMARY OF SYSTEM.LEVEL CAPABILITIES.

YEARS

FIRST DIALOG 1989 ] 99]
D E IV,]ONSTRATION

SYSIEN4S

ONT WAY ] 997 PRESENT
PH RASEBOOKS

SPONTANEOUS ] 993,PRESENT
TWO WAY
5Y5TEN,,1S

TRANSLATION OF 2OO3 PREsENT
BROADCAST NTW5,
POLITlCAL SPEECHES

SINIUL-TANEOUS 2OO5 PRIsENT
TRANSLAT]ON
OF LECTURES

VOCABULARY SPEAKING
STYLE

RESTRICTTD CONSTRAINED

RESTRiCIED, CONIIRAINED
N,lODIFIABLE

u\q-5rc a IED 5DO\-^\ Ou-

UNRESTR]CTED RTAD/PREPARED
5PE EC H

t_ll\i:) qrar D 5DO\ ANFOU)

DOMAIN

LII.VlllED

LIi\,1JTED

LII,,IITED

OPEN

OPEN

SPEED PLATFORM

2-10 x RT WORKSTATION

'l 3rRI HANDHELD

1-5 x RT PC/HANDHELD
DEViCES

OFFI]NE PCS, PC CLUSTERS

RTALIIME PC, LAP]OP

EXAMPTE
SYSTEMS
C SIAR ]

PI ]RASELAIOR,
ECiACO

C STAR, VERBi,VIOBIL,
NF5POLE, BABYLON
IRANSI-AC

NSF-SrRDU5i
.C IC STAR,
DARPA GALE,

LECIU R:
IRAN5IATOR
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restricted syntax and/or a restricted vocabulary.
Nevertheless, they were systems that were pro-
posed at a time r,vhen the idea of speaker-inde-
pendent, continuous speech was still a novelty
and MT was considered close to impossible.

DOMAIN.LIMITED,
SPONTANEOUS SPEECH

In 1992, it was already recognized that these

earl5r concept demonstration systems tall short
of being r"rsable, as speakers had to speak in a

well-behaved manner and remember the words

and sentences the1, would be allowed to say. The

most unacceptable constraints were the vocabu-

laryr, s1,ntix, and speakin§-sty1e limitation, as it
is generally not possible for humans to speak

IFlG2] Phraselator (courtesy
of Voxtec International,
Annapolis, MD, http://www.
voxtec.com),

the direct statistical approach. The former
semantic constraints can be exploited to extract
possible interpretation in fragmented input.
Ior limited-domain applications, this is possi-

ble where the tl,pical concepts and arguments
can be enumerated and represented. The statis-
tical approach, by contrast, accommodates ill-
formed input by usin§ large translation and
lan§uage models to compute the stati-stically
most likely word sequence [131. The first spon-

taneous speech translation systems were
demon-strated in the early 1990s under Lhe

Consortium for Speech Translation Advanced
Research (C-STAR) (http:/Ävw-w.c-star.or€) l9],
t101. t161. Considerable work continuerl
throughout the 1990s in Japan, nurope, and

flawlessly in a limited speaking style (effectively reading sen-
tences) or remember a iimited set ofrvords or syntactic patterns.
B-v contrast, it is senerally possible for humans to stick to a

domain of discourse r,vhen soiving certain limited tasks. llany
important applications are inherently domain limited, thus
making spontaneous domain-limited speech translation a prac-
tically useful technolosy. ilotel bookinss, car rentals, taxis and

shopping negotiations, medical assistance, emergency relief,
hotel/hospital/conference registration, force protection, milj-
tarylpolice missions, and manv more al1 require only dialoss in ir

limited dorrrain. But they do require accuracy, speed, and an
acceptable lruman-faclors dcsign.

More advanced techn<ilogy was developed to address the
limitation of speaking style: trvo-way dialogs hanilling free
spontaneous speech input, both in recognition and translation.
Spontaneous speech is a requirement for two+vay dialog sys-

tem-s as the input of the respondent cannot be controllec.l or
restricted. For spontaneous dialogs, we must relax syntactic
constraints and allow for variations in expression. Two
approaches have been popular: the interlingua approach and

ffih}ffiM.t Ei.

lFlG3l A PDA two-way pocket translator (English-Thai)
(courtesy of Mobile Technologies, LLC, Pittsburgh, PA, http:/l
www.mobytrans.com).

the United States until today, rvith large consortia and national
projects supporting research [C-ST R, Verbmobil (http://verb-
mobil.dfki.de), Negotiating through Spoken Language in n,
Commerce (Nespole) (http://nespole.itc.it), Enthusiast, Disitai
Olympics, Babvlon, and Spoken Language Corrrmunication and
Translation System for Tactical Use (?ranstac) (http://u,wr,v.

darpa.mi l/ipkr/programsltranstacltranstac.asp) l.

PORTABLI, FI ELDABLI SYSTEMS

Ilore recently, portab)e, fieldable speech-to-speech translation
§ystems have been developed around lvearable platforms (lap-

tops, PDAs). This may impose additional hardware-related
constraints on the ASR, SMT, and TTS components. For PDAs,

memory limitations and the lack of a floating-point unit
require redesign of algorithms and data structures. Thus, the
reco5inition and translation accurzrcy of PDA-baseri speech-to-
speech translation systems may decrease compared to systems

developed for laptops. ln addition to continued attention to
speed, recognition, translation, and synthesis quality, usability
of the user interface, microphone type, place and number,
user trair'ring, and field maintenance must be considered.
Figure 2 aad Figure 3 show two mobiie speech translators.
The 1lrst, the Phraselator (http://r.vr,vw.sarich. corn/translator),
is a pragmatic approach based on restricted-domaiilrestrict-
ed-speaking style technology (Figure 2). This approach does
not address the problem of speaking style, but it relaxes
vocabularl, restrictions and provides speakable phrases on a

hand-held device. Sometimes called a "one-way," it does not
allow for lree dialogs betrveen two conversants (this requires
spontaneous speech), but it permits speech entr-v of a list of
useful phrases ior a given situation. Figure 3 is a twu-rvay
device, the Pocket Translalor, based on two-wa1: speech lrans-
lation technolo€), described above. It runs on a standard PDA
platform and permits spoken input fr;r travel, medical, and
militari, domains. A push-to-talk button on the device acti-
vates the system. The display shows recognition output, back-
lranslation for verification, and translation output. A
combinatio:r of using common pretranslated phrases by clas-

sifiers and look-up and performing actual translation has also

d0 yüu spek sqli'*r
(do Wu ä@k §idt*t)

:kLi.i&ki--*r
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been proposed [26] and is used b1, several systems. Different
user scenarios also do or do not prefer human- machine
interaction. Textual displays and visual user feedbach provide
opportunities for interactive error correction and system
maintenance but distract the user away from the
human*human interaction. While the former may be prefer-
able in tourist scenarios, the latter might be preferable in
medical and military deployments.

DOMAIN-UNLIMITED SPEECH TRANSLATION
While numerous praetical cross-linsual communication scenarios

can be ser"ued by domain-limited speech translators, a large class

of applications cannot be

addresserl by systems in this cat-

e§ory: translations of broadcast

nervs, parliamentary speecl'res,

academic lectures, telephone
conversations, antl meetings all
are open domain, as speakers

r{f * $r§§},a.t* fi *i..i § §§,c§-§* :;,
l.tit i',q*§; §t i-l-'1X §Y§illi i: ii(

i*§§§fiÄil; I5 ,&l*§ &i.i-*f'"j §**
v&§i ri'ii *.* §' l* §.§ tia:i { §§'*t*

transcripts and translations are used in both projects to help
evaluate and track performance. To evaluate performance,

§ood metrics that can be evaluated automatically and repeti-
tively are essential. While \,VER is an established method for
ASR, MT is harder to evaluate as more than one translation
can be correct. Yet automatic MT metrics (e.g., BLEU, NIST)
have been proposed (by IBM, NIST, and others; see l22l fc;r ref-
erences) and found considerable following as they are inexpen-
sive to run, objective, repeatable, and correlate well lvith
human iudgments. I{uman judgments Ihuman translation
errcir rate (1ITER) [221], however, are also periodically deter-
mined to assess the actual usability of MT systems.

The goal of CALE is to
provide relevant information
in nnglish, wl"rere the input is
derived from large amounts
of speech in mu)tiple lan-
guages (a particular focus is

on broadcast news in Arabic
may discuss any topic at any time. In 2003, work began in earnest

toward remciving this final limitation as r,vell. The NSF-ITR proj-

ect STR-DUST (Speech Translation for Domain-Unlimited Spon-
taneous Communication Tasks, National Science Foundation ITR

Project, http://www.nsf.gov) in the United States (2003), the inte-

§rated project TC-STAR (Technology and Corpora fr"rr Speech to
Speech Translation, Integrated Project of the European IJnion,
http://wwrv.tc-star.org) in lurope (2004) and the U.S.-DARPA

GALE (Global Autonomous Language Bxploitation, )ARPA,
http:i/wrvw.darpa.mil/ipto/programs/galelgale_ concept.asp) effort
(2006) all aim to develop speech translators without dornain
limitation. Several different scenarios (broadcast news, parlia-

mentary speeches, academic lectures) and different lansuages
(Chinese, Arabic, Spanish) are being investisated in thest proj-
ects. The lack oI domain constraints has practically limited
adoption of all approaches that require knrrr,rrledge-based

design or manually encoded Iinguistic representations.
Instead, most emerging systems adopt data-driven learning
approaches (statistical, example based) in their MT engines.

READ/PREPARED SPEECH: PARLIAMENTARY
SPEECHES AND BROADCAST NEWS

The translation of speech combines error-prone subcomponent
engines, speech recognition (ASR), and MT. Errors in recoSni-
tion may lead to errors in translation, and (unlike errors in
reco§nition output) erroneous output from a combined speech

translator §enerally has no phonetic or semantic similarity to
the original input. Hence, the highest possible performance of
each of the component technologies is of utmost importance
for the usability of the overall resulting system. ln lhe projects
TC-STAR and GALE, extensive performancre evaluations as *,ell
as manual usabili§ tests are carried out. European parliamen-
tary 5ps..h.. (TC-STAR) and foreign broadcast news (GALE)

were used as data material. Both are challenging tasks, but
recording conditions are at least high quality and speaking
style is relatively well articulated or read. Manual reference

and Chinese). To better measure the effectiveness of the
technolosy, progress is measured by WER and BLEU, but
atso 1ITER, a measure of the humzrn editing effort required
to correct a machine-generated output. In the inteflrated
project TC-STAR, speeches from the European parliament
are automatically transcribed and translated between
Spanish and English. Figure 4 shows the best recognition
and translation quality results achieved in TC-STAR dur-
ing the three years of project duralion. It was also fou:rd
that a WD? of around 3070 is influencing the machine
translation qualit), significantly while a WER of 1070 or
better provides reasonable transcripts leading to senerally
understandable translations.

l'igure 5 compares human and computer speech-to-speech
translations on five different aspects by human judgment l17l:
was the message understandable, fluent, listening effort, and

overall quality; the scale rarses from 1 {very bad) to 5 {very
good). The fifth result shor,vs the accuracy [7ol by rvhich con-
tent questions cr:uld be ansn,ered by human subjects based on

2005 2AA7

[FlG4] lmprovements in spee(h translation and ASR over years
on English European Parliament Plenary §essions and translation
into Spanish 1331.
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[FlGs] Humän versus automatic translation quality (Irom [17]).
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5PIECH TRANSLATION: LECTURES

Ä further advance in cross-l:ngual communication toois may
be given by a simultaneous translator that produces simulta-
neous real-tirne translation oi.spontaneous lectures and pre-
sentations (Iigure 6). Compared to parliamentary speeches
:rnd broadcast news, lectures, seminars, and presentations of
any kind presenl additional problems for domain-unlimited
speech translation by:

r spontaneity of free speech, disfluencies, and ill-iormed
spontaneous natural discourse

r specialized vocabularies, topics, acronl,ms, named entities,
and expressions in ry*pical lectures and presentations (by defi-
nition specialized content)
r real-time and low-latency requirernents, online adaptation
to achieve simultaneous translation
r selection oftranslatable chunks or sesments.

To address lhese problems in ASR and MT engines, changes
to an offline system are introduced:
r to speed up recognition, acoustic and language models
can be adapted to indivir.luai speakers (the size ol the
acoustic model is restricted and the search space is more
rigorously pruned)

I to adapt to a particular speaking sry*ie and domain, the lan-

§uage model is tuned offline on slides and publications by the
speaker, either by rerveighting available text corpora or by
retr:ievin€ pertinent rnaterial on the Internet or previous lec-
tures by the same speakers.

As almost all llT systents are trained on sentence-aligned
corpora and theretbre ideally expect sentence-like segments
as input, particular care has to be taken for suitable online
segmentation. Deviations from sentence-based segrrentation
can Iead to significant degradation. In vier.v of minimizing
overall system latency, hor,vever, shorter speech sesments are
preferred [18].
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the output lrom human and machine
translators. lt can be seen that auto-
matic transiation qualitl, lass behind
human translation but reaches usable

and understandable levels compared to
human translations. it i-s also interest-
ing that human translatlons also fall
short of perfection. As it turns out, this
is because human translators are
unable to keep up with speaking rate
and thus occasionallv omit information

[29]. This suggests an intriguins specu-

lation: if machines are still limited by

translation performance, and humans
appear to be (and remain) cognitiveiy
limited, the day could come when
machines may do a compirrable or even

better joh at simultaneous translation
than humans.

Understanding Fluent
Speech

EJfort Overall
Quality

',''*@§

[FlG6] The Simultaneous Le€tureTranslation System atthe
Universität Karlsruhe [18]. The lecture room provides ceiling-
mounted target audio speakers and translation goggles foi its
audience (left). Alternatively (right), simultaneous translation
output can be displayed as text on a separate screen next to the
presentation.
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THE USABILITY OF TRANSLATION SERVICES

Speech translation is a technolo§y that is to improve human-to-

human communication. At best, it should be completel."- transpar-

ent and unnoticed and quietly help us bridge the language divide.

It shouid provide äccurate, reliable translation with mirrimal delay

anil with minimal disiraction. To achieve this is a human-factors

cl-rallenge raising numerous design choices and trade-offs.

First o{ there is the question ofwhich platform the system is

to run on. A PC or PC-cluster is acceptable for large-scale offline

translation runs. Applications that fit into this category may be

translation of media content, such as brrladcast new§, rnuvirs,

radio, etc. Iror dialo§ situations the choice ol platform riepends

on whether the dialog situation arises in a stationary installation,

such as a meetin§ room, a ciassroom, a brieling room, or in tele-

conferencin§ applications. Here individual PCs or laptops ma!, be

installed or accessed in a client-server mode. For dialogs in
mobile situations, a smaller platform is desirable. PD.As or pocket

devices are preferable. Current hardware limitations of such

devices impose compromises on performance [14], [15], if all

components (ASR, MT, TTS) are to run on the device.
Alternatively, client*server architectures can be chosen under

which the necessary computin§ is provided over the nehvork at a

remote server [16].
Aside from the choice ol platfbrm there are several human-

factor issues that make a speech translator more or less a cum-

bersome assistant. One issue is the control of the device itself.

Should it be hands-free/eyes-free allowing the user to focus on

the dialog partner, or should it be controlled by the user, allow-

in§ the user to inspect the output to abort faulty translations or
provide interactive correction, repai r, or system customizatir,rni'

,Another issue is the choice and use of the microphone. Wirile

l-readset microphones are clearll: the best from a performance

point of view, they may generate too much of an imposition or
distraction, particularly in dialog situations, where one would
not be able to mount it on a dialo§ partner (for example,

humanitarian, military, police missions). Here a number ol
alternatives have been proposed: handheld microphones, tele-
phone handsets, or remote directional microphones. For speech

translators in stationarl,, domain-ualimited environments, such

as lecture or meetin§ translation, lapel microphones (if not
headsets) or directional table-top microphones provide a com-
promise behveen performance and user convenience.

A third issue is how to present the output of speech transla-

tion sen,ices. Synthesized speech may be, in many situations,

the preferred choice, but it can create delays in a dialog and it is

by its very nature an audible, perhaps annoyingi, interlerence.

For lecture translation, for example, a loud simultaneous trans-

lation in a lecture hall would not be acceptable, and several

alternatives have been proposed:

t Displag screens: Naturally, output can be delivered via tra-

ditional clisplay technology, display on separate screens, or as

subtitles, but all add distraction and inconvenience and it lim-
its output lo onc langua§e.

t Personalized headphones or PDA screens: This
allo.,vs for individual choice ol output lansuage iif sev-

eral are provided) but adds inconvenience to rvear/han-
dle the device and (for headphones) masks the original
speaker's voice.

t Translation goggles: Heads-up display §og§les that dis-
play translations as captions in a pair of personalized gog-

gles. Such a personalized visual output mode exploits the
parallelism between acoustic and visual channels. This is
particularly useful if listeners have partial knowledge of a

speaker's language and wish to add complementary lan-
guage assistance (Figure 7).

J Targeted attdio speakers; A set of ultrasound speakers

with high clirectional characteristics has been proposed

l19l that provide.s a narrow audio beam to individual iis-
teners in a small area of the audience where simultaneous

translation is required. Since such speakers are onl1, audi-

ble in a narrow area, they do not disturb other listeners,

and several speakers can provide different languages to dif-

ferent Iisteners (Figure B).

SCALING: DOMAINS, SWLE, LANGUAGES

ln parallel to attention to perfr:rmance, there is considerable con-

cem (and there should be) about portability and scaling. Dven if
superior speech translation systems exist in one language piiir

and one application, horr,easl,or difficult is it to transfer this

IFlG7] Translation goggles (from MlcroOtical, http://www.
microoptical.net).

lFlGSl Targeted audio h9l.
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ability to other domains, different speaking styles, and new lan-
guages? Modifications or adaptations still require considerable
engineering effort, trarslatingi into cost that is only affordable for
a verl limited set of applications and languages. Currently, only a
few domains (tourism, medical,
military) have been seriously
considered for domain-limited
systems, and domain-unlimited
§ystems exist in only a few lan-

§uage pairs, e.9., Spanish-,
Chinese-, Arabic-English. Since

all algorithms and components
are data driven and apply to any
language or dc,main, there is

really no technical or Iinguistic

§,§n§§§ u§ RE(oü§§{Tt§N 
'!§&y 

N_EAD

T§ ERRüR§ I§§ TRAN§LATI§N, &N,,l§

§n§§N§ous 01JtpL,Y rR0M,q
COIVI §' N H § §PE ECI-i TRA§I S L&T§R

GE§'§RALLY I.iA§ N§ PI.{§§IETIC CI&
§§MA}I,XC SIMILARITY {§ T,{E

§§l§:§iA!- tll*puT,

than for the top four. As a result, all but a few languages [he
long tail of language, see (Figure 9)l remaias unadtiressed. In
response to this problem, language portability has emersecl as

a research co.lcern in its own right, independent and orthogo-
nal to the ongoi.rg quest for
better performance.

The greatest problern that
remains is the acquisition of
speech and language informa-
tion, which requires a collection
of Iarge databxes. While research

exclusively aimed at performance

uses ever more impressively large

and massive data volumes 1341,

other research moves in an

THE LONG TAIL OF LANGUAGE
By current estimates, there are more than 6,000 languages in
the wor1d, and only a few (perhaps less than ten) are currently
seriously considered for speech translation tievelopment.
Language needs are certainly siven ia other larguages (per-
haps even more pronourced), but their volume (market share)
and their available data resourqes are considerably smaller

Languages by Million Native Speakers

reason limiting these choices. Yet data collection and develop- orthosonal direction, attempting to make do with less at tower
ment for each domain änd language are still too costly to broad- cost. Techniques that have been propose4 include:
en the scope further. Speaking style also adds complications as r desig.r oflarguage-independent or adaptive system compo-
conversationai speech is harder to recognize and highly disfluent nents (this was demonstrated for acoustic modeling [20] and
language is difficult to translate (indeed, it may require interpre- could potentially be expan«led)
tation already in the source language!). The probable answer to r more selective use of available ilata ancl minimum-cost
all these challenses will likely come from further automation of data collection
the knowledSe acquisition process. Ä particularll, promilent r interactive and implicit trainins by the user
example of this is the problem of language portabitity. I training from spoken slmultaneous lranslation eliminating

the need for text corpora [21]
I the use of pivol languages [7], [8]
I Web crawlers and the use of comparable corfrora insteari of
parallel corpora t271, 1281.

With further advances in portability, the cost of devel-
oping new Ianguages is expected to come down, hopefully
leadin§ to a proliferation of cross-language communica-
tior.t tools.
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[FlGg] The long tail of languages.
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SUMMARY
In this article we have reviewed state,of-the-art speech transla-
tion systems. We l-rave discussed issues of peribrmance as well
as deployment, and we reviewed the history and technical
underpinnings of this grorving and challengins research area.
The field provides a plethora of fascinating research challenses
for scientists as lvell as opportunities for true impact in the
society of tomorrow.
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